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Python is an object-oriented high-level programming language created by Guido van Rossum in 1990. Python has a fully dynamic type system and uses automatic 
memory management; it is thus similar to Perl, Ruby, Scheme, Smalltalk, and Tcl.

The philosophy behind Python is noteworthy among high-level programming languages because it emphasizes the importance of programmer effort over computer effort, 
and because it rejects more arcane language features, prioritizing readability over speed or expressiveness. Python is often characterised as minimalist, although this only 
applies to the core language's syntax and semantics; the standard library provides the language with a large number of additional libraries and extensions.

Miscellaneous parts of the language have formal specifications and standards, but not the language as a whole. The de facto standard for the language is the CPython 
implementation, which is a bytecode compiler and interpreter, although there are other implementations available. CPython is developed as an open source project, 
managed by the non-profit Python Software Foundation, and is available under a free software license from the project website.
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